
New Peace Action of 

 Yasuda and Jogakuin 

 high school in Japan 
<Yasuda students> Ayuna Ito, Chinatsu Tawara, Kanna 

Kawaguchi, Moe Nakano, Yukiho Kurimoto 

<Jogakuin students> Mako Ando, Moe Ishii, Momo Yamasaki, Yui 

Tamitani, Yuki Ikeda 

 

 



Signature campaign to abolish 

nuclear weapons 

 Last year’s purpose-50,000 signatures  

 This year’s purpose-55,000 signatures 

 

Schools 

        Eishin junior and senior high school 

         Yasuda high school 

         Johoku high school 

         AICJ high school 

         Funairi high school   

 

 



PLEASE SEND HERE!! 

Hiroshima Jogakuin High School 

      11-32 Kaminobori-cho Naka-ku Hiroshima-shi        Hiroshima Japan   
730-0014  

TEL:082-228-4131 

 

Eishin Junior and Senior High School 

      487-4 Send Send-cho Fukuyama-shi  

      Hiroshima Japan   720-8504 

TEL:084-955-2333 

        



 

What is YPS? 
 

  Yasuda Peace Society 

 We will make YPS and cooperate with Jogakuin high 

school. 

Inauguration of YPS 

    Realization of peaceful activity which we have 

wanted to do, include in fundraising campaign in 

Jogakuin raising fund 

 

 



Details of Activities 
 

      Cherry tree explored atomic bomb   

        let everyone know about cherry tree explored atomic 
bomb by sending cherry plant all over Japan. 

No.1  A plan about atomic bomb in cherry tree 

        change our mind forcibly               voluntary aid 

No.2  Move the right of cherry tree explored atomic bomb 
from a students council to YPS.    

No.3  We come to know about bomb in Hiroshima to do 
peaceful activity. 

   For example : travels monument , take part in a lecture in 
region. 

 



What to do ? 

 

 Himeguri at Hiroshima Peace Park. 

 Attend peace sessions.   

 Signature campaign  

 Fundraising for Tohoku to make places which the 
students can study.  

 Make pen pals between Yasuda high school students and 
high school students who receive the disaster of 
earthquake and Tsunami. 

 



 

     Help the People in Fukushima   

 

 Goal: we want to do something useful activity for the 
same  people who are exposed to radiation. 

Activity contents 

 NO.1  fundraising in street    

       We help especially teenager so that they can study  

       To do fundraising in street and conduct campaign 
to          collect for abolish nuclear weapons at the 
same time.    

   in liaison with Jogakuin high school. 

         

                              



 NO.2  Clearing a draft by a victim and high school 

students in Yasuda sending letter.  

          We care the victim’s mind through writing to 

exchanging letters with us. 

           We can know victim’s position more and 

more. 

                                               after the develop. 

            We want to make organization not only  

victims  

              but the people who have some troubles.                                      

    



YST 
YST….Yasuda Sharing Telephone      

          Activity  

                NO.1   We will offer the place which share the sorrow with 

people who have some troubles. 

                NO.2  We will support them by meeting teachers of nurse’s 

office and counselor. 

                NO.3  We will hold getherings and talk to each other who have 

some problems. 

 

Establish YST. 
 

 

 



Time table 
 2012 April  start of Yasuda Peace Society. 

           May    Start 2 activities for Tohoku at Yasuda high  

                     school. Preparation of fundraising.    

                     research the organization.  

                     send letter to Tohoku. Jogakuin visit to Yasuda. 

           June   signature campaign  

           Summer Vacation    preparation and have a session  

                                       with Jogakuin about fundaraising.       

           September    start the fundraising at Yasuda high school  

                               on a street . 

            Final Term    Begin the letter activity in YPS. 



Goal 

To make YPS (Yasuda Peace Society) 

and cooperate with Jogakuin high 

school. 



 

tami_musume@yahoo.co.jp   

Face book : Yui Tamitani/Chinatsu Tawara/Kanna 

Kawaguchi/Momo Yamasaki/Yukiho Kurimoto 

 

Thank you for listening ! 

mailto:tami_musume@yahoo.co.jp

